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BIOMECHANICS MECHANISMS / MACHINES VEHICLES
• Spinal column modeling
• Knee prosthesis (modeling)




• Mobile robots (RAM,AURORA)
• Automobile (Tire modeling,
control systems, vehicle iMMa, …)
• Railway (catenary, pantograph) 
Research Group | Vehicles
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VEHICLE SYSTEM DYNAMICS PARAMETER ESTIMATION
• Sensorized Test Vehicles
• Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
• Traction Control System (TCS)
• Speed / Adherence / Tire Parameters / Surface
• Robust estimation by data fusion
• Applied Machine Learning and Deep Learning 
techniques
Research Group | Vehicles
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ELECTRIC VEHICLES NEW CONTROL ALGORITHMS
• Electric motor control
• Optimization of regeneration rate on electric 
motorcycle
• Fuzzy systems applied to control systems 
• Artificial Neural Networks (ANN, RNN, SNN) in 
parameter optimization
Research Group | Our facilities
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You are traveling in your car and…
Imagine the following situation:
Introduction
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… you close your eyes!
(Only if you are not driving the vehicle)
Introduction
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Would you be able to recognize the road surface you are driving on?
Introduction
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Would you be able to recognize the road surface you are driving on?
…even identify it
Introduction
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What senses do you use for it?
Introduction
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PROPOSED SYSTEM ADVANTAGES
• Smaller dataset than image-based systems.
• Lower cost than camera / laser / ultrasonic 
sensor systems.
• Simpler and faster models to train.
• Better control of interferences than image (lights) 
or sound (external noises).
• Does not require sliding on the tire, avoiding or 
anticipating risky situations.
PROPOSED SYSTEM DISADVANTAGES
• Other systems are able to classify while the vehicle 
is stationary.
• Image/sound based methods allow a better 
transversality of use.
• Slide-based methods can provide a relationship to 
surface adhesion.
• Vibration-based system has difficulty to 
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Dry asphalt Wet asphalt
Poor asphalt Pavement
Concrete                                  Gravel
Parameter acquisition and processing
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• Ideal interest range: 0 - 1 kHz 
(Observed with 10 kHz accelerometer)
• Acquisition Frequency: 1 kHz (máx.)
• Amplitude: ± 4 G










Parameter acquisition and processing
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Data recording
Clean signal: outliers, continuous
components...Signal Processing
Segmentation
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? SURFACE
Time Series What methodology to use? Six-surface experiment output
Methodology for surface classification (LSTM)
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Methodology for surface classification (LSTM)
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? SURFACE
Time Series What methodology to use? Output label
• Deep Learning: Feature extraction + Classification
• Selecting an efficient architecture (LSTM)
• Hyperparameter tuning (Training)
• Limited data (large dataset required)
• Long training time
Methodology for surface classification (LSTM)
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Internal structure of the Neural Network employed:
7-Layer Neural Network
• Feature extraction:
• Single LSTM Layer (50 units)
• Classification:
• Dropout Layer (0.3)
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Software for model training and execution:Measures against the occurrence of Overffiting:
• Balanced Datasets for each surface:
• 726 total Dataset (6 surfaces)
• 121 segments per surface
• Randomly selected surface samples for training, 
validation and test.
Training conditions:
• Minibatch size: 100
• Max epochs: 2000
• Initial Learning Rate: 0.02
• Learning Rate Update: 0.5 every 500 epochs
• Validation Frequency: 50 epochs
• Solver: Adam
• Execution Environment: single GPU
Experiments and results
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Main objectives during the training process:
• Search for a reduced and simple network
architecture (efficient network design,
shorter training time and faster
classification execution).
LSTM / BiLSTM / Dropout / tW / LR / ... 
• Evaluation of results (Confusion Matrix).
Control and guarantee the correct
convergence of results.
Experiments and results
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Statistical analysis of the classification results:
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Road surface classification has been studied
from an approach based on the analysis of
the vibration generated by the road surface,
using a low-cost accelerometer system and
Deep Learning techniques applied to the
classification task.
CONCLUSIONS
• An average rating of 94 % is achieved on the 
proposed task and always above 90 % on each 
individual surface.
• A reduced detection-execution time (0.1 s) has 
been achieved.  
• An economical and simple system has been 
successfully developed.
• System with stable response even in cases of 
confusion.
Conclusions and future works
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FUTURE WORKS
• Increase the Dataset:
• More surfaces
• Longer test duration
• Different speeds
• Search for new and more efficient network 
architectures with improved capabilities.
• Validate the model in tests with different types of 
vehicles.
• In the near future, perform data fusion to 
estimate the Adhesion Coefficient (µ) of the 
surface (estimated surface, tire temperature, 
pressure, wear, ...).
Thank you for your attention
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